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BULLETIN-X is mostly. a Photo-Mag right now because there isn't a Photo-Mag in SanDiego. We
don't have a review-type reporter at the moment
because no-one has said they'd like to write a
constructive, intelligent review column. I
don't know about you but I hope someon~ else
besides me is tired of the standard reviews,
ie-ttl hate this band, and I hate this band, and
I hate this band, and I hate ••. '.' So if someone would like to~write something basically
constructive- let me know I'm usually at the
SIEI..E"rOO or the China; just come up and say so. ~
I didn't get a Chance to -w rite an interview
with the GO-GO'S or the ALLEY CAT'S this issue
because at the time I couldn't get back-stage
(1) at the S~ . to talk to any of the roadi.es/una.aers 1Id.th the bands, and I hate to
bother the baDdS when they I re trying to relax
in..... tween sets. So- no interview this time.
(I did get to interview the ZIPPERS when they'
were here, so the next issue will have that one
and hopefully a couple others in it.) This is
just the first issue and dependeing on how it
sells- and whether I have any more money laterthere will be lots more. I n9t only didn It
iet any interviews bUt 1 also missed the MATURE
AIlJLTS- so if anyone Was there and wanted to
see thell in here- we'll just have to wait till
the next time they play. I did get to see the
GO-oots, (who I adored,) and the ~.LEY CA.,!:S,
(who are a dam good band,) so that's what the.J.)
first issue concerns itself with. Oh yeah- I N
also added a pic of the local bad-moral guys z:
that are here to 'ruin yoor evening by throwing ~
yoo in jail because I was pretty pissed at the
way they~. treated a couple of good people.
Someday they're going to grab the wrong kid
they're gonna catch hell fran some rich parent
AnYWat/- if you liked this first one, buy ten&
give 'em to your friends.:::: J: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: :EDlToR,PImOGRAPHY ,PASTEUPS&LAYOUTS: :JCHN::::
: :AR'OORK,ADVERTlse.1ENTS.&POOTOGRAPHY: : SYDNEY: :

*

s
auYs are
us.
re
every time the S~ is open- and giving us shit for some very minor thirigs.
I watched the cop in the photo choke Cheri until she fell down onto the sidewalk. I was trying to get a couple more shots when this plainclothes-cop noti
me and started giving me flak. From what I could piece together about what happened befor this picture was taken it seems that the rentacop, (to the left of
the ladycop,) told Cheri and Joey to move on; they were finishing their conversation when the rac decided they were taking too long to move 00. He then grabbed Joey and threw him against the car, Cheri was telling the rac- "Don't do
that, he didn't do anything." The rac then signaled to the S.D. cops that were
si tting in their car about fifty feet away, they came out swinging and the guy
grabs Oleri by the throat and knocks : ~9ver sane longhair-type that was trying to
help her back into the club. He then proceeded to choke her mtil she fell to
the sidewalk. And the ladycop turns to the crowd and says-''Who wants to go to
the Hospital next?" And she waveS her flashlight like she's going to break
heads. Then a plainclothesman declares the sidewalk an illegal assembly, so we
all headed into the club. TWo or three stories went around later, and I haven't
seen Oleri since- so I don't know if she got out of everything okay or not.
The pisser is that this didn't have to happen in the first place. I don't like
to criticize Laura- but this rentacop and his redneck-type overzealousness was
the cause of the hassle in the first place. If he weren't so ready to push
anyone that moved wrong into the ground Oleri' s throat would never have made
the satmds it did. Maybe we don't need some hard-assed-type to keep everyone
off the sidewalk, we probably just need someone with a little inteligence that
everyone could respect •.• :::J:::::

..........................
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .
: :AT:TI-iE:SKELEWN:CLUB:::
::::: :GO-GO'S::::::::::::

: : : :MARGI: : 29:::: : : : : : :: :
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What can you say about a
band that is as much ftm
to watch as it is to dance to? These girls are
great! It's about time
we had a band play in
San Diego that is just
plain ftm. These girls
are enthusiastic as all
hell- and for some very
good reasons: · first of
all they have been getting some positive response from some top
record labels for an
album and secondlythey were invited to>go
to England with MADNESS.
So who wouldn't have a
good time playing the
way they do? The 00GO'S are MARGO- (bass)
GINA- (dnuns) rnARLOTE-

(gui tar) JANE (gui tar) and BELINDA (vocals.)
I hope these kids do as
good in England as they:
are doing here in California, I've heard from
alot of friends that
gone over to London and
corne back re~ently that
the 60's style bop-dance
music that these gils
. play the most is sort of
drifting out of· popularity, with alot of the kids paying more attention to the SKA
revival. I hope they don't let this get in their way, and I especially hope they
stay away fram trying to incorporate some reggae influences in their own music,
they're doing great with the sotmd that they've edged into right now. But even if
they pick up same new sotmds they're botmd to do it with the same charm as what
they're doing now, and I'm sure I'll still love 'em- I mean how can you hate ~n'rn~'~
that does such a great cover of "Cool Jerk"? And who can hate anyone tmder 5 foot
: : : :J: : : : : : :

Like I said earlierI didn't get to talk
to any of the bands
the 29th, but I did
.g et to hear the
ALLEY CAT'S for the
second time. I saw
them the last time
they played the club.
They seemed to go on
just a bit too long
this time- I mean
"personality" could
have been 10 minutes
shorter. They are·
still a good tight
band. :::J::::::::
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